
PATRIOTIC PAPER CONE WREATH
By Twila Davis
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Cardstock: (CS) Night Of Navy, Real Red, Whisper White, Silver Glimmer Paper
• Accessories: Scrap of Ribbon
• Tools: Paper Trimmer, Simple Score Tool, Big Shot, (retired Star Framelits), Tear Tape
• Miscellaneous: Glue Gun, Glue Sticks, Piece of cardboard about 6" to 7" square, Empty Ribbon 

Spool, Empty Paper Towel Roll, Sparklers, Wire Cutters



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut (18) 4" x 4" Night Of Navy Squares, (18) 4" x 4" Whisper White Squares, & (18) 3" x 3" Real 
Red Squares.

    

2. Cut a Cardboard Circle of about 6 1/2" in diameter.  (Does not have to be a perfect circle.)

    

3. Starting with the Night Of Navy CS make a cone shape by rolling one point over the opposite point 
and adhering together with hot glue. (I found it helped to roll the CS on the edge of the table to help 
soften it.) Continue to make cones with all of the squares. 

    

4. Lay the Night Of Navy cones down on the cardboard circle in an outer layer.  Hot glue in place.  (As 
you can see I had to move and adjust mine and glue some again.)  No worries it won't show.  Next hot 
glue the white layer of cones.  (If I were doing it again I would move them done a bit so more Navy 
would show.)  Also it may help to do every other one and then go back and fill in.  You may use more or 
you may use less cones.  Each wreath will be different.

                     

5. Next glue the Red layer as shown in picture.  The bottoms of the Red cones will not touch the 
cardboard.

              

6. Cut (2) pieces of Whisper White CS at 2 1/2" x 11".  Score at 1/2" intervals ending with 10 1/2" using 
the Simply Score Board.  Adhere the ends together with Tear Tape overlapping the ends, making it into a 
paper Rosette. 

    
    

7. Pull one of the sides of an empty Ribbon Spool off the spool. Also cut an empty paper towel roll down 
to about 2 1/2" long. (Length may very per wreath.)  

    

8. Hot glue the White paper rosette to the empty ribbon spool side.  Then glue the cardboard tube to the 
ribbon cardboard piece.

      

9. Glue this piece to the middle of your wreath.  Hot glue a scrap of ribbon to the top part of the 
cardboard back. (optional)

          

10. Cut sparklers into lengths of about 3" to 3 1/2" (length may very) and hot glue to the valleys of the 
Rosette.  (Making every other one longer is a great option.)

     

11.  Using the Big Shot and (Retired) Star Framelits and Silver Glimmer Paper cut out a 3" star.  On the 
back side score from each point to the middle of the star using the Simply Score Board.  Fold the creases 
to make the star pop up a little.

         

12. Hot glue the star to the middle of the Rosette on the wreath and your wreath is complete!  Another 
version without the sparklers is shown also.  
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